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INTRODUCTION 
In a previous paper [4], one of the authors studied those space groups in 
n-dimensional Euclidean space whose point groups were generated by 
reflections, i.e., were crystallographic Coxeter groups. The purpose of this 
continuation is to study space groups whose point groups are the rotation 
subgroups of such groups. Our principal conclusion can be roughly expressed 
by saying that, in most cases, a space group of this kind is the subgroup of 
direct isometries in a space group with a Coxeter point group. Together, the 
results of our two papers permit one to derive most of classical crystallo- 
graphy from theorems valid in all dimensions. Earlier attempts in this direc- 
tion were made by Burkhardt [2]. 
In Section 7, we also supplement the results of [4] by describing a method 
for calculating the entire group HI(K, V/A), for all lattices A, when K is a 
crystallographic Coxeter group. 
We refer the reader to [4] for unexplained notation and terminology, as well 
as a description of the general method for studying space groups. In particular, 
we would like to point out that it is convenient for us to regard root systems 
of type A, and B, as being, respectively, of type C, and C, . 
The authors are indebted to the referee for the elegant approach to the 
proofs of Sections 3 and 4, as well as other helpful remarks. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let K be a crystallographic subgroup of the orthogonal group r generated 
by reflections and K+ its rotation subgroup. Suppose R is a root system in V, 
for which W(R) equals the restriction of K to V, . Let B = {CQ} be a basis of 
R, S = (si} the set of corresponding generators of K and M = (mjJ) the 
Coxeter matrix of S. We shall abbreviate the Cartan integer n(ai , ad) by nij 
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and extend the functions di, to V by letting them vanish on F’K. The case of 
dim V, = 1 is trivial and will be excluded from discussion. The rather 
atypical case of dim V, = 2 will be treated separately in Section 2; from then 
until the end of Section 5, we shall assume that dim V, >, 3. 
The group K+ consists of those elements of K which can be written as a 
product of an even number of the si’s. Choose any 01s E B and let gi = sisO for 
i # 0; then gi E K+. Since gig;’ = sisj , the gi’s generate K+; they satisfy the 
relations 
gp = 1, (gig;l)% = 1, (1) 
which actually form a presentation of K+ [l, p. 381. We shall always choose 
IX,, to be connected to at most one other element of B, denoted by 01~) which 
in turn is connected to at most one other element of B apart from a0 . The 
second requirement is dropped if every component in B is of type D4 . 
It follows from the above presentation that if R is not of type C, , then 
K+/[K+, K+] s (Z/2Z)p-1 @ (Z/32)11, (2) 
where p is the number of connected components in the Dynkin diagram of B 
after all double and triple bonds have been erased, while p = 0 unless R is of 
type Aa , Gs , A, or D4 , when p = 1. If R is of type Ca , then K+/[K+, K+] s 
zj4z. 
We shall need the formula 
It follows for example that VXf = Vx, s’ mce s&x) = x for all a$ # 01~ in 
B implies (x, &$} = 0 for all aj E B, so that x E VK; consequently, we also 
have V,+ = V,. 
A subgroup L+ of K+ will be called saturated if L+ # 1 and every element 
of K+ leaving VLf pointwise fixed belongs to L+. Then L+ is the subgroup of 
rotations ofthe Coxeter subgroup L of K generated by all reflections s, w.r.t. 
roots 01 E V,+ . To see that L+ CL, one can use the fact (e.g. [3, p. 281) that an 
element w f K can be written as a product of reflections w.r.t. roots orthogonal 
to the fixed subspace of w. Examples of saturated subgroups can be obtained 
by taking Lf as the set of all elements in K+ which can be written as a product 
of reflections w.r.t. elements in some nonempty subset of B. 
If/l is a lattice invariant under K+, the lattice /I* will be calculated relative 
to K+; should d be also invariant under K, the corresponding lattice r lative 
to K will be denoted by A *fK). Note that if drr = ,4 n V,, we have LI* = 
VK @ Ll$y*. 
It is also useful to mention 
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1.1. PROPOSITION. Let P be a subgroup of the orthogonal group r. Then the 
following assertions me equivalent: 
(a) Every hermitian element in C(P) is a homothety. 
(b) Every nondegenerate symmetric bilinear foym invariant under P is 
a multiple of the inner product. 
Either of them implies 
(c) Every element of IV(P) is a similarity. 
Proof. The reason for the equivalence of (a) and (b) comes from the 
correspondence B e, b between nondegenerate symmetric bilinear forms 
invariant under P and hermitian elements of C(P), defined by B(x, y) = 
(x, b(y)). If f E N(P), then Bf(x, y) = (f(x), f(y)) is such a form and thus (b) 
implies (c) . 
If, for example, V is absolutely irreducible as a P-module, then C(P) 
consists of homotheties and thus the elements of N(P) are similarities. 
2. THE CASE dim V, = 2 
Since N(K+) = GL(Vx) N(K+), where K+ is the restriction of K+ to 
Vx, it is sufficient to determine the normaiiser of K+ in the case V = V,. 
If R is of type C, x C, , the group K+ consists of f lV , so that N(K+) = 
GL(V). Otherwise, one can note that a symmetric bilinear form invariant 
under K+, after complexification, vanishes on the two lines invariant under K+ 
and is thus a multiple of the inner product, so that every element in N(K+) is 
a similarity by Proposition 1.1; conversely, every similarity normalises K+. 
When V = V,, an elementary argument (e.g. [2, p. 551) shows that (a) 
if R is of type C, x C, , every lattice is invariant under K+; (b) if R is of type 
A, or G, , every hexagonal lattice is invariant and (c) if R is of type C, , every 
square lattice is invariant. In each case, the calculation of N(K+) made above 
shows that there is only one equivalence class of invariant lattices, which 
contains, for example, the root lattice Q(R). One sees from (3) that Q(R)* = 
P(R); since (fA)* = f (A*) f or a lattice A invariant under K+ and any 
f E N(K+), it follows that A*/rl E P(R)/Q(R). In the general case, the deter- 
mination of invariant lattices proceeds according to the method of [4, Sect. 21. 
If A is a lattice invariant under K+, the group HI(K+, V/A) can be cal- 
culated by the general method available for cyclic groups. Let g be a generator 
ofK+,oforderm.Sincel +g+“*+g * - l vanishes on V, , while the restric- 
tion of 1 - g to V, is invertible, one sees that 
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where (V/A”), is the subgroup of VK/.AX consisting ofelements annihilated 
by m and O,(A) is the projection of A on VK/AK. 
3. THE NORMALISER OF K+ 
3.1. PROPOSITION. If dim V, > 3, we have N(K+) = N(K). 
Proof. It is clear that N(K) C N(K+). Conversely, suppose f E N(K+) 
and consider a saturated subgroup L+ of K+ such that dim V, = 3. Then 
fL+f --1 = L’+ is also a saturated subgroup and f ( VL) = VL’; furthermore, 
since VL can be regarded as the sum of nontrivial irreducible L+-submodules 
of V and f maps an Lf-submodule to anL’+-submodule, we have f( VL> = V,J . 
As L+ is isomorphic to L’f, it is easy to see that L is isomorphic to L’. 
To show that f E N(K), it suffices tohave fwf --I EL’ for some w EL\L+. 
If R n V, is reducible, V  is the direct sum of two L-submodules V, and V2 ) 
of dimension one and two respectively. There exists w E L\L+ which is -lV1 
on V, and lV2 on V,. The element fwf-l has similar properties w.r.t. the 
decomposition VL, = f( VI) @ f( Vz) and therefore belongs to L’. Secondly, 
suppose that L is of type 3, = C, ; then there exists w E L\Lf which is -1 yL 
on VL7 so that fwf-1 is -IV=, on V,j and thus belongs to L’. Finally, if L 
is of type A, , L+ contains four subgroups of order 3, which fix, respectively, 
four lines 2, ,..., 2 . Reflections inthe six planes .Zi + Zj (i f j) are then the 
reflections in L. Under f, these lines are mapped to the corresponding lines 
in V,, . Since A,+ is absolutely irreducible, the restriction ff to VL is a 
similarity; consequently, if w is the reflection i a plane Zi + 2, , fwf --I is 
the reflection inf (ZJ + f (ZJ and thus belongs to L’. 
4. LATTICES INVARIANT UNDER K+ 
Suppose A is a lattice in V invariant under K+. For each 01~ E B, let Ai = 
.A n BBoli = Bal, where ai = miai for some mi 3 0, and define AK# = & (li _ 
4.1. PROPOSITION. If dim V, 2 3, the set 3 = (ac’> is a basis of a root 
system RR’ in V,for which W(R’) = K and A# = Q(R’). Furthermore, one of 
the following alternatives holds: 
(a) W’) C AK C V’), AK * = P(R’) and A is invariant under K. 
(b) 21’ is of type Cl x **. x C, , AK is the Zattice A, spanned by Q(R’) 
and all elements of the form (ai + ol,‘)/2 and AK* is spanned by P(R’) and 
C q//4; A is invariant under K iff O(A) C P(R’)/A, . 
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(c) R’ is of type C, X ,*** x C, , dim V, is even, A, is spanned by A, 
and one of C oli1/4 and C al/4 + LX,,‘/~ and AK* is spanned by P(R’) and C 01;/4. 
(d) R’ is the direct sum of root systems RI’ and R2’, of types Cl and A, 
respectiveZy, AK is spanned by Q(R,‘) @ P(R,‘) and one of (01~’ -j= a,‘)/3, where 
{a,,‘> and (a2’, 0131) are bases of R,’ and R,’ and AK* = AK u (A, + 01,,‘/2). 
(e) R’ is the direct sum of root systems R,’ and R2’, both of type A,, 
AK is spanned by P(R’) and one of (01; & m2/)/3, where (0101, cl;) and (0121, 0131) 
are boxes of R,’ and R2/, and AK* = AK. 
In cases (c)-(e), A is not invariant under K. 
Proof. We first consider the case dim V, = 3. The initial step is to show 
that apart from the exception (d), AK is invariant under K. Proposition 3.3 
of [4] then implies that B’ is a basis of a root system R’ in V, for which 
W(R’) = K, AK# = Q(R’) and ‘Q(R) C AK C P(R’). If R is reducible, V, 
is the direct sum of two K-submodules VI and Va , of dimensions one and two 
respectively; correspondingly, K is the product of two Coxeter subgroups 
Kl and K, . As AK is invariant under KS+, AKV = Ax n V, is a lattice in V, 
for p = 1, 2 and the projection of AK on V,/AKz is contained in Ag,/AK,, 
the * being relative to K,*. From Section 2, we know that the latter group is 
annihilated by 2 in all cases except that of C, x A, , which shows that AK 
is left invariant by the element w E K\K+ which equals -l,% on V, and 
1 v2 on V2, and thus by all of K. In the case of C, x A, , the sublattice 
AK1 @ AK2 is left invariant by K, so that R’ is still a root system in V, for 
which W(R) = K, A# = Q(R) and Q(R’) C A”: @ AK2 C P(R’). The lattice 
A,$ must be Q(R,‘), while,A,$ can be either Q(Rz ) or P(R,‘). In the first case, 
AK is invariant under K since Q(R,‘)* = P(R,‘). However, in the second case, 
AK will not be invariant under K if its projection on P(R,‘)*/P(R,‘) is nonzero; 
since or,‘/3 + P(R,‘) g enerates this quotient, one of (01~’ f- a,‘)/3 then belongs 
toAK.IfRiisoftypeB,orCs, - 1 vK belongs to K\K+ and clearly leaves AK 
invariant, so that Ax is invariant under all of K. Finally, suppose R is of type 
A, ; then K+ contains three elements of order two which fix, respectively, 
three orthogonal lines Yi , Y2, Y3. Th ese, elements, together with the 
identity, form the rotation subgroup of a Coxeter group of type C, x C, x C, 
in v, generated by reflections in the planes Yi + Yj . If AK n Yi = Z/Ii ,
the preceding discussion implies that B” = {pi} is a basis of a root system R” 
in V, such that Q(R) C A,C P(R”). Since elements of order 3 in K+ cyclically 
permute the lines Yi , it follows that all the pi’s are of the same length and 
that R” is invariant under K+. One also sees that if some element of the form 
(pi + /?,)/2 belongs to AK, then all such elements belong to AK. Thus A, is 
either Q(R”) or spanned by Q(R.“) and C &/2 or by Q(R”) and all elements of 
the form (& + pj),)/2. The reflections in K permute the lines Yi and thus 
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leave R” invariant, which implies that in all three cases AK is invariant 
under K. 
If x E AK*, then for all ati’, ~lj’ E B’, we have 
x - S&(X) = (x, &j’) ajr + ((x, 2;) - &x, 2;)) a; E AK, (4 
Suppose first that AK is invariant under K; then AK* = Q(X). Choosing 01~’ 
and 04;’ disconnected and evaluating 01j’ at (4) shows that 2(x, gj’> E Z for 
some a$’ E B’; multiplying (4) by 2, we deduce that this is true of all o~j’ E B’. 
Similarly, if(x, &ii’> E Z for some ai E B’, then this is true of all Eli E B’. 
Now if (x, 6;) = 8 mod Z for all ai E B’, then each Cartan integer nj, must 
be zero in order to satisfy (4), i.e. R’ must be of type C, x C, x C, . Apart 
from this case, we have AK* = P(R’) = AstK), so that A is necessarily 
invariant under K. If E is of type C, x C, x C, , then A,* is spanned by 
F(R’) andz 01;/4, while A is invariant under K if and only if O(A) C P(R’)/A,. 
In the remaining case (d), takingj = 0 and i = 2 in (4) shows that 3(x, $0’) EZ 
and thus 3 (x, $‘) E Z for all 01; E B’. One sees further that if x $ P(R’), then 
Ax = (wi & (wi + w,‘))/3 mod AK, the second choice of signs being made 
according to whether (01~’ + 01~‘)/3 E AK. In either instance, x = a*‘/2 
mod AK, so that AK* is spanned by Ax and %‘/2. 
Returning to the general case, we consider saturated subgroups L+ of K+. 
The intersection A n V, is then a lattice A, in V, and the projection Bi(A) 
on V’JA, is contained in A,*/A, , the * being taken relative toL+. 
4.2. LEMMA. If A is @variant under K, then for every saturated subgrozkp 
L+ of K+, AL is invariant under L and @,(A) C Az(L)/A, . Convexely, if these 
conditions hold for some saturated subgroup L+, then A is invariant under K; 
if, furthermore, A,* = AzcL), then AK* = AztK). 
Proof. The direct part of the lemma is clear. Conversely, for A to be 
invariant under K, it suffices that A be invariant under a single lement 
w~L\L+.Ifx=y+z~A,withy~VLandz~VL,thenz+A,~OL(A)C 
Az(L)/AL and therefore wx - x = wz - x E A for all w EL, so that wx E A. 
Secondly, if x E AX*, then z E A,* = Af(L) andthuswx-xxAECAKfor 
all w EL, which again suffices for x to be in AgcK). 
In using this lemma, we shall take L to be generated by refle,ctions w.r.t. 
three suitable elements of B’. As dim VL is then 3, the initial discussion is 
applicable to R’ n VL and the lattice AL . In particular, we see that each 
ai’ # 0 and sj(olz’) - oli EZCQ’, which implies, as in Proposition 3.3 of 141, 
that W(R’) = K and AK* = Q(R’). If A is invariant under K, we also have 
Q(R’) C AKC P(R’). In that case, we see from Lemma 4.2 that AK* = 
Az(K’ = P(R’) unless R’ is of type C, X -a* x C, and A, contains the lattice 
A, and thus equals A, since the latter is of index 2 in P(F) and P(F)* # 
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Q(R). In the latter case, if x’EA~ * then 2(x, di;) EZ for all CL~’ E B’. If; , 
furthermore, (x, &‘) # (x, aj’) mod Z for some ai’, aj’ E B’, we obtain a 
contradiction by choosing L to contain reflections w.r.t. these roots. Thus 
AK* is spanned by P(R’) and C 01~~14; for A to be invariant under K, we must 
have O(A) C P(R’)/AK . 
Suppose A is not invariant under K. Lemma 4.2 then implies that all the 
components of B’ must be of type C, or A, . Moreover, if there does exist a 
component of type A, , then dim VK < 4. Otherwise, one can choose four 
ellements %‘, . . . , 01~’ E B’ such that {as’, a i ‘} is a basis of a component of type 
A 2 , while 01i’, o(s’ and 013’ are all disconnected from each other. If L is the 
subgroup generated by the reflections sr , s2 and ss , we see that A, must fall 
under case (b) and either &, a,‘/4 or J&i a,‘/4 + 01r’/2 must belong to 
O,(A). Suppose for example that y + J&i a,‘/4 E A for some y E VL. Writing 
y as aq,’ + y’ for some y’ E VL ‘depending only on ezDf, p # 0, 1, and VK, 
we deduce on applying 1 + srs,, + (s~s~)~ that 3y’ + 3(01,’ + ~a’)/4 E A, i.e., 
that 3(01,’ + 05’)/4 E O,(A), w ic h h is impossible. Thus the only possible cases 
are C, x A,,A, x A,andC, x mm* x C,. 
The first of these has already been, discussed. When R’ is of type A, x A, , 
taking L to be alternately generated by reflections so , sa , sa and so , si , sg 
shows that A, contains the lattice AK’ generated by P(R’) and one of (a0 h 
a,‘)/3. IfX E /Ax*, we must have x = ami’ or awl’ + a,‘/2 mod Ax’ for some 
a E R. Since x - s&x) E Ax, it follows that II = 0 or 4 mod Z respectively. 
In either case, x belongs to AK’ since w1’/2 + a,‘/2 = wO’; thus AK = 
AK* = A,‘. When R’ is of type C, x .*. x C, , AK contains A, and one sees 
as above that A,* is spanned by P(R’) and C 01~‘/4. If AK = A, , we must have 
O(A) @ P(R’)/A, . On the other hand, AK can be spanned by A, and one of 
C ai/4 and C a,‘/4 + a,‘/2 only if d im V, is even since otherwise 01,,‘/2 = 
2(x 01,‘/4) mod A, would be in Ax. 
5. THE GROUPS HI&+, V/A) 
Suppose A is a lattice in V invariant under K+. We shall assume that A is 
as described in Proposition 4.1, but with R’ = R. It will be convenient to 
introduce the number 
eij = m&4 - nipji) 
for ai , aj E B. It equals &, 1, 2, or 6 according to whether ai is disconnected 
from “ii or connected to it by a single, double or triple bond. We also remind 
the reader that it is assumed in this Section that dim VK > 3. 
Choose 01~ E B in accordance with the restrictions of Section 1, and let 
G = {gi = sisO 1 i # O> be the corresponding set of generators of K+. Suppose 
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t is a function G -+ V. If t(gi) = xi + & t,,n% ,with x2 E VK, define uij = 
(%4, &> = Ck t,in,j ; note that t(g$) = zi + Cj uipj . 
5.1. PROPOSITION. The function t induces a coboundary E: K+ --ir V/A i# 
there exists a constant c E 5% such that t(g,) = CU.,, + triq mod A for all i # 0. 
Proof. If a = z + Ck alcak E V, with z E VK, the coboundary corres- 
ponding to a mod A maps gi to 
Conversely, suppose t(gJ = ccl,, + tiiai mod A. The system of equations 
T 
aknkO = c 
c a,n,i - no, c n,fi,o = Qi 
(5) 
k k 
can be written in the form aN = t, where a = (a,), N is the Cartan matrix 
of R and t is the vector with 0th coordinate equal to c and ith coordinate, for 
i f 0, equal to t, + QC. Since N is invertible, the system (5) has a solution a 
and t coincides with the coboundary defined by a = CFc a,mk . 
If 01~ exists, let e and d be solutions ofthe system of equations 
nOle + 2d = ull , 
2e + n,,d = atlo ; 
otherwise, let e = 0. By subtracting from t the function 
gl --t ema + d9 , 
gi -+ eo10 + +uiiai (i f 11, 
which induces a coboundary, we shall assume from now on, for the sake of 
dealing with cocycles, that uii EZ for all i and also that alo EZ. For a 
coboundary inducing function gi -+ cola + d,ol( , these assumptions amount to 
saying that (a) 2di E Z for i + 1 and (b) 3c E Z and 4 = 2c mod Z if m,, = 3; 
cEHand2d,EZifm,, = 4andn,,= -l;2c~iZandd,~Zifmo,=4and 
no1 = -2; cc-Z and dIEZ if m,, = 6. 
5.2. PROPOSITION. The function t induces a cocycle 5: K+ ---f V/A $6 the 
following conditions are satisfied for all i, j # 0: 
2t(gi) = uioao mod A if i#l (6) 
mloW E fl (7 
mij(t(g,) - t(gj)) = e&-(2uii + nj,u,J 01~ + (2~ + zijuji) q] mod A. (8) 
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Proof. If h E K+ is of order m, we shall denote 1 + h + *a* + k-l by 
N(h). Our first aim is to establish the formula 
for i # 0. Indeed, since sdsjt(gi) = t(g,) - ZQX~ - (uii - nj,z+) 01~ , the left 
side of (9) equals mij(t(gJ - u), for some v in the plane spanned by 01~ and 01j . 
Since it is also invariant under sisj , the vector v must in fact be the orthogonal 
projection of t(gJ on this plane. Consequently, if v = v,ai + vj’jolj , we have 
the equations 
uii = (t(gi), CT&> = {v, &ii> = 2vi + njivj , 
uij = (t(g,), 5ij> = (v, c$} = nipi + 2vi, 
whose solutions are 
Vi = (22&i - ?$$&)/(4 - n,jfZjJ, 
vj = (2u, - nipiJ(4 - nipji); 
this establishes (9) since the coefficients of uii in these solutions, when multi- 
plied by m,, , belong to Z. 
According to the presentation (1) of K+, the function t will induce a 
cocycle f: K+ -+ V/A iff 
and 
t(gF) = N(g,) t(gs) = A+$,) t(gJ E A 
Since gig;l = sisj and N(sisj) = N(s&, the latter relation can also be 
expressed as 
N(s~s~) t(gi) = N(sjSi) t(gj) mod LI. 
Using (9), one sees that a relation of the first type amounts to (6) or (7) 
(since ur,, E%), while that of the second type amounts to (8). 
We shall postpone until the end of the Section the discussion of cases in 
which fl is not invariant under K. We then have A, C P(R), so that &(.A) C 12 
for all fxi E B. 
5.3. LEMMA. Suppose I: K+ -+ V/A is a cocycle. Then for all i, j # 1, we 
have 
(a) 2u, EZ 
(b) 22~~ = n,,u,, mod i2; mlO~li E Z 
(c) 2~ = 2~fo mod Z if&j = 2 w 4; 3~ = 3~ mod Z ifmij = 3 OT 6. 
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Proof. Evaluating &$ at (6), we obtain (a); to obtain (b), evaluate &, and 
&; at (6) and (7) respectively. If mij = 2 or 3, evaluating &, at (8) shows that 
m&i0 - uj,,) E Z. If rn,$ = 4 or 6, then e,$ is even and therefore the right side 
of (8) is in A by (a). Using (6) we conclude that &m&s - u3,J a0 E A, which 
can only happen if &mij(uiO - ujO) EZ. 
IfRisoftypeB, X C, x -em x C, , we define A, to be the sublattice of
P(R) spanned by Q(R) and all elements (01~ + a2 + 01J/2, where a0 and 01~ 
are the first and third roots in the basis of the components of type B, and ai 
belongs to a component of type C, . If there are no factors of type C, , we let 
A = Q(R). 
5.4. LEMMA. suppose f: K+ --f V/A is a cocyck If al exists, we have 
(4 - nO,tiI,) Uio E Z for all i # 1, unless 01~ belongs to a component of type 
3, , B4 , A, or D4 (in theJirst two cases, 01~ is the@& and ~ll~ the third root) and 
(01~ + 01J2 E A, when 6U, EZ, OT R is of type B, x C, x *** x C, and 
AK = A, , when 6u,, EZ. If nI,, = -2 and nli = 0, we even have uiO E Z. 
Proof. Equation (8) with j = 1 gives 
mu(tfgi> - GO = ed-(2% + wd oli + (2~~~ + nil4 kl mod A. (10) 
Evaluating 6, at this equation, we deduce that 
miluio = eiln,,(2ui, + niluli) mod Z. (11) 
Suppose nri = 0. If n,, = -2, (11) shows that 22~~~ = -2u,, mod Z; 
since n,, = -1,5.3(b) implies that uiO E Z. Otherwise, multiplying (11) by 2, 
we conclude using 5.3(b) that (4 - nOrnl,) us,, EZ. If nr, # 0 and n,, = -2, 
we have mi, = 3, so that (11) becomes the equation 3zc, = -4u, + 2urz 
mod Z. Multiplying this by 2 and using 5.3(b), we again conclude that 
(4 - ~Ol%t3> %o E z 
Suppose nXi # 0 and n,, = -1. Multiplying (11) by 9, and using 
5.3(b), the conclusion can be expressed as 2(4 - n,,n,) uio EZ. If no1 = -2, 
we see from 5.3(b) that both 4u,r and 4u,, are in H. Multiplying (10) by 4 and 
using (7), we deduce that 12t(gJ E .A; it therefore follows from (6) that 
6ui0 GE and hence 2u,, = (4 - noln,,) uio f Z. If noL = -1 and m,, = 3, 
5.3(b) implies that 12u,, and 32+ are in Z. Multiplying (10) by 6 and using (7) 
and 5.3(b), we deduce that 18t(gJ = -3uiooli mod A; in view of (6) and the 
fact that 6uw E Z, this means that 3u&,, + ai) E A. Thus either 3uI, = 
(4 - n,rn,,) uio E Z or (a0 + atJ2 E A. However, (01~ + 01J/2 can be a weight 
only in the cases pecified in(b)( see Lemma 7.1 below), since the case of D, , 
m >, 5, is ruled out by the choice of 01~. Finally, suppose no, = -1 and 
mil = 4. If nrc = -1, multiplying (10) by 3 and using 5.3(b), (6) and (7), 
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we see that 3~~~01~ E A, so that 3~ = (4 - n,,zJ u,,, E Z. The remaining 
case is when 01s and 01~ are the first and third roots in a component of type B, . 
If R is of type B3 and (a,, + aJ/2 6 A, AK must be the lattice Q(R) = A,. 
Otherwise, suppose 01~ is not in this component; Eqs. (6) and (8) show that 
(uio - uio) 01~ = -ujiai + uijolj mod A. 
Multiplying this by 3 and using 5.3(a) and the fact that 3~ E Z, we deduce 
that 3ui,,c+, = ujsai + u,+zj mod A. Evaluating &r at this equation shows 
that zcji = 3u, mod Z. If 3ui, $ .Z and (01~ + CL&/~ 6 A, we must have (01~ + 
cti + +)I2 E A. However, such an element can be a weight only if aj is an 
exceptional root; since this is true of every aj E B outside the component of 
type B, , the remaining components must all be of type C, . We thus obtain 
the exception in the lemma, since A, is of index 2 in P(R) and P(R)# # Q(R). 
Elements 01~ , 01~ E B belonging to components of type C, will be called 
equivalent if (ai - ol,)/2 E A (this notion of equivalence is taken up further in 
Section 7 below). Suppose R is of type C, x C, x 1.. x C, and B’ is the set 
of elements in B belonging to components of type C, . For each nonempty 
subset S C B’, let A, be the sublattice of P(R) spanned by Q(R) and all 
elements of the form (ai - 01~)/2, w h ere 01~ and aj either both belong to S or 
to B’\S, as well as (if S # B’) all elements (01~ + 01~ + ol,)/2, where 01~ is the 
second root of the component in B of type C, ,OI~ E S and aj E B’\S. It is clear 
that Ae,,s = As if S # B’ and also that A, is of index 4 in P(R). 
The cardinality of a set T will be denoted by 1 T /. 
5.5. PROPOSITION. The gToup H’(K+, V/A) is annihilated by 6, apart from 
tlze following cases, when 6H1(K+, V/A) s Z/2h. .ln all of these cases, if dim VK 
is even, we must have VK # 0 and O(A) # 0. 
(a) R is of type Cl x *** x Ci , there are precisely three equivalence 
classes T, , Tl , T, in B and (ai + aj + 42 E A whenever ol, E T, , 04; E Tl 
and cqc E T, . Furthermore, (i) ;f / T,, 1, j T, 1 and / T, 1 are all odd, then ~~12, 
42 and &2 all belong to O(A); (ii) z$ say, [ T, 1 is even while 1 Tl 1 and j T2 / 
Me odd, then either 42 OY 42 belongs to O(A). 
(b) R is of type C, x Cl x --* x Cl and AK = A, for some nonempty 
S C B’. Furthermore, if dim VK is even, then either 42 or (q + 42 belongs 
to O(A) for all 01~ E B’. 
(c) RisoftypeB, X C, x *se x C,a?ZdAK=A,. 
Proof. First note that if @(A) = 0, we have A = AK @ A, and thus 
H’(K+, V/A) = Hom(K+, VK/AK) @ W(K+, VK/AK). 
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Suppose R is one of the types (a)-(c). Equatioh (2) implies that the first group 
on the right side of the above equation is annihilated by 2. If dim VK is also 
even, then -1 ,,K E K+ and the second group is also annihilated by 2. Thus if 
6H1(K+, I’/A) # 0 and dim V, is even, we must have O(A) # 0 and hence 
t/x # 0. 
Consider a cocycie t: K+ --f V/A. Suppose B contains a component of type 
G, . If we choose 01~ to be the first root of such a component, Lemma 5.4 says 
that ui,, E H for all i # 1, so that 2t(g,) E A by (6). We also have 6t(g,) E A 
by (7), so that 6t = 0. 
Secondly, suppose B contains a component of type other than C, and C, 
and choose 01~ as the first root of such a component; then man,, = 3. We see 
from 5.4 that 3~ E E for i # 1 and thus 6t(gi) E A, apart from certain 
exceptional cases, when 6t(g,) = ~+,/2 mod& Equation (7) shows that 
6t(g,) EA. If (01~ + ai)/ EA, then 6t(gJ = 01J2 mod A, so that 6f is a 
coboundary by 5.1. The only remaining case is when R is of type 
B, x c, x ... x C, and AK = A, . If 6t‘ is not a coboundary, we must have 
6t(gJ = u0,/2 mod A and 6t(g,) E: A f or i # 2. Since A, is of index 2 in P(R) 
and w2GfL, our earlier argument shows that x + ~a E A for some z E V 
when dim VK is even. The function t’: G -+ I/ defined by t’(gi) = 0, 
t’(g,) = x/2 -i- (r,/4 + &,a ~914 and t’(gJ = x/2 + ~~~12 + Cj22,jfi 5/4 for 
i > 2, where z/2 is replaced by zero when dim VK is odd, induces a cocycle 
t’: K+ -+ V/A such that 6t’ = 6t and is not a coboundary. Therefore 
6H’(K+, V/A) s Z/2Z. 
Thirdly, suppose B contains a component of type C, . Choosing a0 as the 
first root of this component, we see from 5.4 that uiO E Z for i # 1 and thus 
2t(g,) E -4. Equation (8) with j = 1 says that 
2t(g,) = ulp, - uilal mod A. (18 
Since 4t(g,) E A by (7) and 2ui, E Z by 5.3(b), we must also have 2u1, E Z. 
If there exist i, j f 1 such that n,? = -1, the application of gj to (12) shows 
that uli E Z; then 2t(g,) = --uiloll mod A and 2t‘ is a coboundary. This fails 
0nlyifRisoftypeCa x C, X a.. x C, . If 2t is not a coboundary, we must 
have zzla = 4 mod Z for all 01~ E 3’ and thus 01~12 - z.+x~ = aj/2 - ujloll mod 
A for all tii E B’, so that (ai - 01,)/2 equals either 0 or ar/2 mod A. We deduce 
that the elements of B’ fall into at most two equivalence classes S and B’\S, 
with S nonempty, and that (cl1 + oli + a,)/2 E A, if oli E S and 01~ E B’\S; 
therefore AK3 A,. If S’ f B, then [P(R): A,] > 4, so that AK = A,. 
If S = B’ and (01~ + c~J2 belonged to A for some 01~ E B’, we would have 
Wgd = (4 - uil) 01~ mod A and 2t‘ would be a coboundary; this contradicts 
the assumption, so that again A, = A, . Suppose dim Vc/, is even; then j S / 
and [ B’\S 1 are either both even or both odd. Since t(gl) = x + Ck,,r a,,/2 
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mod P(R) for some x E VK, it follows that 2t(g,) = 2x or 2x + 42 mod /l; 
we now deduce from (12) that either 42 or .(a1 + 42 belongs to O(A) for 
all 01~ E B’. Conversely, under the hypotheses of the proposition, one can 
find a number e = 0 or 4, and an element x E VK such that 
for LY( E S and 013 E B’\S. The function t’: G -+ V defined by t’(gl) = 212 + 
CkX “k/4, t’W = eel,, ifoli E S and t’(gJ = (e + 4) a,, if aj E B’\S, induces a 
cocycle P: K+ --f V/A such that 6t’ is cohomologous to 6t, but is not 
a coboundary. Therefore 6HI(K+, V/A) E Z/22. 
Finally, suppose R is of type C, x a** x C, . In view of 5.3(a), the numbers 
2ui, have, mod Z, a common value c. By subtracting from t the coboundary 
inducing function g, -+ c/201,,  we can assume that uiO = 0 or 4 mod ,H for 
all i # 0. Let T@ be the equivalence class of o10 and divide the remaining 
elements of B into two classes Tl and T, according to whether u,s is equal 
to 0 or Q mod Z. If either Tl or T, is empty, 21 is a coboundary: for example, 
if Tl is empty, then for 01~ E To, either 2t(g,) = 42 mod fl or 2t(gi) = 
0 = 42 + 42 mod A. Otherwise, suppose a3 E Tl and Q E T,. Equation 
(8) shows that a,,/2 = -u,,olj + uilcak mod ,4. Neither ujk nor uki can belong 
to H since then, in view of 5.3(a), either 01~ or (Ye would be equivalent to CK,, . 
Thus (01~ + CQ + a,)/2 E fl. Fixing elk , this implies that all elements of Tr 
are equivalent. Similarly, the elements of T, are seen to be equivalnt; further- 
more, the elements of Ti are not equivalent to elements of T, since then 42 
would belong to d. Thus /l is as stated in (a). Let To’ and Ti be the subsets of 
T,, consisting, respectively, of elements 01~ # u,, such that zliO E Z or u,s = + 
mod Z. Suppose 0~3 E Tl ; Eqs. (6) and (8) show that for all mp # aj , 01~ in B, 
we have -u~,,oI,, = uiDol, - u,+-Q mod /l. If u,s = 4 mod Z, we conclude 
that uie = 4 mod Z, whereas if 01~ E To’, then uj, E Z. Therefore 
for some z E VK and ak E T, ; using (b), we conclude that 
A similar argument with ak E T, shows that 
(13) 
(14) 
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Suppose / Tr 1 and 1 T, 1 are both odd. Summing Eqs. (13) and (14) over all 
CX~ET, and CQE.T~, respectively, we deduce that 1 Ti 1 01,/2 + 01~12 and 
/ T,,’ 1 aa/2 + 01~/2 both belong to O(A) since Cj,DEr, ujP E Z for r = 1, 2. 
If j TO j is odd, then j TO’ j and / Tl j are either both even or both odd, so 
that OI&? and a,/2 and hence q/2 = 01J2 + 01~12 mod A all belong to O(A). 
If I TO ) is even, then one of j T,’ 1 and j Ti j is even and the other odd; we 
can then only conclude that either o~J2 or ~~12 belongs to O(A). Conversely, 
under the hypotheses of the proposition, we can define a function t’: G -+ V 
which induces a cocycle t’: K + V/A such that z&, E Z for olj E Tl and &, = 
$ mod Z for 01~ E T, . It follows that 2t’ is cohomologous to 2t, but is not a 
coboundary. Therefore 2W(K+, V/A) z Z/Z?? and hence 6H1(K+, V/A) G 
Z/22. The definition of t’ runs as follows. Let 7r = x:aseT,UT, a,/4 and r2 = 
c argET, 01~14. If CL= E T, is such that a*/2 E O(A) for some T = 0, 1, 2, choose 
an element x, E Vg for which z+. + 01,/2 E A. Define t’(gJ = 0 if oli E TO and 
i # 0, t’(gJ = x1 + T~ if 01~ E Tl and t’(gk) = xg + 71 if CQ~ E T, , where 
x1 = “z/2, x2 = “r/2 if jT,(,~T,/andjT,jareallodd 
x1 = 2212, x, = x,/2 if IT,,jisevenandIT,),/T,jareodd 
x, = 0, x2 = 0 if ITsjisoddandIT,I,ITalareeven 
x1 = 0, x2 = x,/2 if 1 TO j, I Tl /, / T, 1 are all even and, say, 
say, 01a/2 E O(A). 
5.6. PROPOSITION. The group H1(K+, V/A) is annihilated by 4, unless R is 
of type A, OY D4 , when 4H1(K+, V/A) is isomorphic to the group of elements 
annihilated by 3 in ( VK @ P(R))/A, or R is one of the ten types listed in Table I 
and AK satisfies the conditions listed there, when 4Hl(K*, V/A) s Z/32, 
except for the case of A, x A, and AK = P(R), when 4N1(K+, V/A) s 
(Z1/3YQ2. (The table also lists cocycles t: K+ -+ V/A for which 4t is not a 
coboundary.) 
Proof. Suppose R contains a component of type 3, or C, for some 
m > 2. Let o10 be the last root in such a component. By Lemma 5.4, we have 
2zc, EH for all i # 1, so that 4t(g,) E A in view of (6). From (7), we also 
have 4t(g,) E A and thus 4f = 0. 
Secondly, suppose R contains a component II of type Gs . If CL,, is the first 
root in 17, 5.4 shows that ui,, E Z for all i # 1, so that 2t(g,) e A. On the other 
hand, Eqs. (6) and (8) together imply that for all k + 1, 
2t(gJ = --u~~cY~ + ulkcxle mod A. (15) 
Suppose there exist two disconnected roots oli , 01~ E B\n. Letting k = j in 
(15) and applying Zi , we conclude that 2u,, E Z. Since 2u,r E Z by 5.3(b), we 
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see from (15) with k = i that 4t = 0. If B\II = (ai,, ai} is of .type G, , this 
method of argument shows that 2uli = -32~~~ mod Z and 2~ = -uli 
mod L; together, these equations again imply that 2~~~ E: h. The only other 
possibilities are C, x 6, and A, x G, . 
Exclude for the moment the cases F4, D, and D, in addition to those 
mentioned in the proposition. If 01~ exists, we have mol = 3. Let B’ = 
(cxi E B 1 i z 0, l}, and choose some 01~ E B’ which is connected to at most 
one other LX$ E B’. If 01~ E B’ is different from o~j, 5.3(c) says that 2u, = 
2u,, mod E. On the other hand, our assumption implies that these 
exists elk E B’ disconnected from 01~ , so that 2uj, = 2u,, = 2ui, mod E. 
Thus the numbers 2~ have, mod Z, a common value c for i, j # 1. If 01, 
is disconnected from 01~ , Eqs. (6) and (8) show that 
2t(gl) = u,oolo - urnloll + s,P,~ mod A. (16) 
Again, our assumption implies the existence of two elements 01~ , 04; in B 
disconnected from 01~ and from each other. Applying & to (16) with m = j 
shows that 2~ EZ. Then, on multiplying (16) by 2, with m = i, we deduce 
that 4t(g,) = colo - 2uip, mod /I. Since 4t(gJ = cola mod fl for i # 1, 
Proposition 5.1 shows that 4t is a coboundary. 
Since there is no overlap in the exceptional cases of 5.5 and the current 
proposition, we conclude that the group 4Hl(K+, V/,4) is annihilated by 3 
in the cases yet remaining, so that 4Hl(K+, V/A) is in fact the 3-torsion 
component of Ip(K+, V/J. 
The exact sequence (6) of [4] b ecomes, since fl* = Vx @P(R) in the 
cases under discussion, 
0 --f P(R)*/P(R) -+ Hom(K+, ( VX @ P(R))/II) 
-+ HyK+, v/n> -+ lqI‘l+, V,iP(R)). (17) 
If R is of type D4 , F4 or D, , then -1 VK E K+ and therefore 2HI(K+, 
V,/P(R)) = 0; explicit computation shows this to be also true if R is of type 
A, or D, . In all of these cases, we have P(R)* = P(R). Equation (2) therefore 
implies that 4HI(K+, V/A) is isomorphic to the group of elements in 
(VK @ P(R))[rl annihilated by 3 if R is of type A, or D4 , and 4F(K+, 
V/A) = 0 if R is of type F4 , D, or De,. 
It remains, therefore, to consider the ten types listed in Table I. We shall 
discuss three characteristic cases as examples.’ 
(i) Type Cl x A,. We have, 4t(g%) = 2u,,a, mod (1 and 4t(g,) = 
2~a~o1~ mod /l by (6); furthermore, 3u,, = 3u,, mod Z by 5.3(c). Subtracting 
from 4t the coboundary inducing function g, -+ 2u,,o1, , for a’ = 2, 3, we may 
assume that 4t(g,) E /I and 4t(g,) = a%/3 mod /I for some a E Z. Conversely, 
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the function defined by t’(ga) = 0, t’(gs) = a~+/3 induces a cocycle F: 
K+ -+ V/A such that 4f’, = 4t and is not a coboundary. 
(ii) Type A, x A, . We have 4t(g.J = 2u,,o1, mod A, 4t(gs) = 2~~01s 
mod A and 4t(g,J = 2~40~1~ mod A; furthermore, 2u,, = 22~~ mod Z and 
3u,, = 3gs0 = 32~s mod Z. Evaluating gz at Eq. (16) with m = 4 shows that 
2~5, EZ; multiplying (16) by 2, with m = 2, we therefore have 4t(g,) = 
2~~~01~ + uz,,ol, mod A. Subtracting from 4t the coboundary inducing function 
g1+ 2~204-~20% ,g, -+ 2u,,a, for i = 2,3,4, we may assume that 4t(g+l 
for i = 1, 2, 4, while 4t(g,) = a~~,/3 mod A for some a EZ. Furthermore, 
Eq. (16) can be satisfied for k = 3 only if a(2o1, + a,)/3 E AK. Conver- 
sely, if w. = (2% + %)/3 E 4 9 the function defined by t’(gJ = 0 for 
i = 1, 2, 4 and t’(g3) = ao1,/3 induces a cocycle i’: K+ -+ V/A such that 
4t’ = 4t and is not a coboundary so long as a 4 32. 
(iii) Type A, x A,. We have 4t(g,) = 2uzo~,, mod il and 4t(gJ = 
2u,,o1~ mod A; furthermore, 3u, = 325, mod Z. Equation (16) with m = 2 
TABLE I 
K’ Dynkin diagram of R 4 f: Kf -+ v/n 
(t(g,) = 0 if not listed) 
Cl x A, 
G x Gz 
Cl x -4, 
4 x Gz 
A, 
A, x A, 
>, 
G x 04 
0 2 3 
0 0-o - tk3) = Q/3 
0 2 3 
0 OEZO - a%) = “o/J 
0 2 3 4 
” o--o--o - c%) = “o/3 
0 1 2 3 
o-3 oz.EEzo A, = P(R) &?3) = %/3 
0 I 2 3 
c-----o--o--o - h?l) = 431 t(& = --nolJ 
0 1 2 3 
0-o 0-o [P(R): AK-j = 3 t(gl) = 643, t(g3) = a43 
(au0 - bw, E AK) 
I, AK = P(R) t(g,f = 1%/3, es) = %/3 
0 2 3 4 
0 o-@----o - a) = %/3 
; 
0 1 2 3 4 
O-0 o--o--o %E-% t(g3) = ad3 
0 1 2 3 4 
o-w---o-*--o 2w, E A, t(gJ = Q/3, &?3) = “o/3 
0 1 2 3 4 
0-o o--o-o %f4 a) = Q/3 
; 
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and 5.3(b) imply that 4t(g,) = 2us0% + ~s,,oli + 2~4~~01s mod A. Subtracting 
from 4t the coboundary inducing function g, ---f 2ua,,o1,, + uzO~r , gi -+ 2u,,o1, , 
for i = 2, 3, we may assume that 4t(g,) = 601,/3 mod A, 4t(g,) EA and 
4t(g,) = ao1,,/3 mod A for some a, 6 EZ. Consequently, z~is E ui2 = ---b/3 
mod Z and us0 = --a mod Z, so that Eq. (16) can be satisfied for k = 3 only 
if au,--kO,EAK. Conversely, if [P(R): A,] = 3, then aw, - bwa E AK 
for exactly three pairs of values (a, b) mod 32, which shows as before that 
4H1(K+, V/A) E Z/32. When AK = P(R), there are nine such pairs and 
4P(K+, V/A) s (Z/3Z)2. 
Since A is invariant under K and K+ is normal in K, we have the exact 
sequence 
0 --+ P(K/K+, A*/A) 5 H1(K, V/A) 2 H’(K+, V/A), (17) 
where A* is taken relative to K+. Unless R is of type C, x a** x C, and 
A, = A, , K/K+ acts trivially on A*/A = (VK @ P(R))/A so that the first 
group in the above exact sequence can be identified with the group of elements 
in (V @ P(R))/A annihilated by 2. In the remaining case, A*/A = 
(VK @ (P(R) u (P(R) + C a,/4)))/A and the nontrivial element of K/K+ 
interchanges C (uJ4 + A with LX,,/~ + C ai/ + A. It follows that -(K/K+, 
cl*/fq g (z/27)dim+ unless dim V, is odd and O(A) = 0, when 
P(K/K+, A*/(l) s (Z/2h)“‘=++? 
Suppose that all the components of R are of type C, or A, . If L7 is a com- 
ponent in B of type A, , let w, be the weight corresponding to the third root 
in l7, while if II = {ai} is of type C, , let wIT = o!J2. The elements of B 
belonging to components of type C, are divided as above into equivalence 
classes Tl ,..., Th . The lattice A is called special if the following conditions 
are satisfied: 
(i) 2P(R) CA, but UJ~ 4 @(A) for any ILl. 
(ii) wn + w,p E O(A) for all 17 # I7’. 
(iii) 1 Ti 1 is even for i = l,..., h. 
(iv) ifRisoftypeC, x *.a x C,,thenAK#A,. 
Since 2H1(K, V/A) = 0 by Proposition 3.4 of [4], the image of res in the 
exact sequence (17) is contained in the subgroup HI(K+, V/A)s consisting 
of all elements annihilated by 2. 
5.7. PROPOSITION. The homomorphism res: Hl(K, V/A) + W(K+ , V/A)z 
is surjective unless all the components of R are of type C, or A, and A is a special 
lattice, when the image of res is of index 2. 
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Proof. Suppose t: K+ -+ V/A is a cocycle such that 2t is a coboundary, i.e. 
2t(g,) = col, + dpi mod A, W 
for some c, di E [w. We first show that one can assume c = 0. If R is of type 
Cl x -** x C, , subtract from t the coboundary inducing functiong$ -+ ca,/2. 
Otherwise, choose 01~ such that 01~ exists and n,, = -1; if n, = -2 or -3, 
we have c E Z, while if n10 = -1, then 3c G Z and dl = 2c mod ZI. Adding to L 
the coboundary inducing function g, --f ccxo + 2~01~ , g, --+ m. (i # 1) enables 
us to assume that c = 0. Furthermore, one can assume dl = 0 unless 
n,, = -2, when 2d, EZZ’. Equation (6) shows that, for i f 1, di = z+, mod Z 
and 
di = + mod Z only if (01~ + ai)/ E /I. (19) 
It follows that if nlo = -2 or -3, then di E Z for all i # 1 since (+, f a,)/2 
cannot be a weight, while if %,, = - 1, di can be equal to 4 mod Z only in the 
cases B, , B4 , A, or D4 of Lemma 5.4. 
5.8. LEMMA. Suppose there exists an x E V such that {x, $,) EZ, 
2(x, t;r) EZ, <x, 6%) = di modH foT i # 1 and 2x E A. Then the function 
T(s,) = x, T(Q) = t(gi) + x - dp,/2 + aq, , where a = dl - (x, $) if 01~ 
exists and a = 0 otherwise, induces a cocycle T: K -+ V/A such that the restric- 
tion of T to K+ is cohomologous to t. 
Proof. Note that p,, = <x, go) E Z and pii = uii + (x, &) - 
d, + anoi EZ for all i; we have therefore only to verify the conditions of 
Proposition 3.5 of [4], It is clear that 2T(s,) = 2x E /l and 2T(s,) E /l for all i. 
If i # 1, poi = di mod Z and p, = ui,, mod Z, so that p,,c~~ = pi&, mod fl. 
If OZ~ and o”j are disconnected roots in B different from o10 , we have p, = 
uij f di mod Z, pji = uji + di mod Z and diai - dpj = ~$90lj - UjicYi 
mod ,!l by (8), so that pigolj = pjiol, mod fl. If m,, = 3, then 3t(g,) E II by (7) 
and 2t(g,) E /I by (18), so that t(gJ E fl. Therefore p,, = a mod Z, p,, E H 
and T(s,) - Wo) = PO, 01 - p,,ol, mod fl. If ai and aj are different from 01~ o 
and such that mij = 3, then pi5 = uij + dj + dJ2 mod Z and pji = uj, + 
di + dj/2 mod Z. Evaluating &$ at (18) shows that 2uij = di mod Z; similarly, 
2~ = dj mod Z. We can then conclude from (8) that t(gi) - t(gi) = 
-(di + dj - uij) cii + (di + dj - uji) CX~ = -(d3 + uij) CC~ + (d+ + Z&I CL$ 
mod /l, so that T(s,) - T(sj) = pjio4; - pijai mod A. Therefore T induces a 
cocycle T: * + V/A; since T(g,) = T(sJ + sJ(sJ = t(gJ + aa!, - 
(dJ2 + (x, &J) oli mod/l, the restriction of T to K+ is cohomologous to f. 
Returning to the Proof of 5.7, suppose di = 0 for i # 1; we can then aEpply 
Lemma 5.8 with x = 0 to reach the conclusion. If 01~ and ua NIX the first and 
third roots in a component of type B3 or B4 and dz = +I mod Z, we can let 
x = w2/2, since w2 = (olo + 01J/2 mod Q(R) belongs to fl by (19). Suppose “n 
481/44/l-= 
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is the first root of a component of type D4 and, say, d, = 4 mod B so that 
((Y@ + CGJ E A by (19). Since 2t(g,) E A, Eq. (7) shows that t(gJ E A. Using 
Lemma 5.3, we conclude from (8) that 2t(g,) = --u2a01r + uzl~a mod A 
and thus uaa = u2,, = d, mod Z; similarly, we have uaa = us0 = da mod Z. 
We can thus also conclude from (8) that 2t(g,) - 2t(ga) = d,ol, - d3ag = 
da% - dam2 mod A, so that either da = + mod Z, and thus (a0 + 42 E A by 
(19), or else (aa - 4/2 E A. In either case, A contains both wa = (01~ + 4/2 
modQ(R) and ws = (a,, + 4/2 modQ(R); one can therefore let x = dawz + 
d3w3 in Lemma 5.8. This leaves us with the case in which all the components 
of R are of type C, or A, . 
Suppose that the class off is not in the image of res; we shall show that A 
must be a special lattice. Note that if 01~ is the first root of a component of 
type A, , we must have dz = t$ mod Z, whereas if R is of type C, x *.a x C, , 
the number of di’s equal to $ mod Z must be odd; otherwise, we 
could let x equal either 0 or C diwi in Lemma 5.8 and have 2x E A by (19). 
Let 17 be a component of B and choose 01~ as the first root in l7. If IT is of 
type A, , then dz = 4 mod h and thus 2w, = (% + a,)/2 mod Q(R) belongs 
to by (19); since this argument is valid for all components of type A, , we 
have 2P(R) CA. Suppose UJ~E O(A), i.e., .z + w,eA for some z E VK. 
If 17 is of type A, , we can let x = z/2 + ~42 in Lemma 5.8, whereas if R 
is of type C, X *** x C, , we take x = z/2 E C diwi ; in either case, it follows 
that {f} belongs to the image of res, a contradiction. 
Consider two components n, and 17, of B; if 01~ E n, and 01j E 17, , Eq. (8) 
implies that 
diai - djcq = uipj - ujioli mod A, (20) 
provided that i, j # 0. If D, = II and is of type A, , taking i = 1 shows that 
ujr E Z since 2uj, E B by 5.3 and (+ - a,)/2 cannot be a weight; similarly, 
taking i = 2 shows that ujz = 4 mod Z. If nz = {aj , OI~+~ , ~li+~) is also of 
type A, , both 2~,,~,, and 2~4~,~+a must be in Z, since 2t(gj) E A. Suppose both 
n, and I& are different from J7. If R is of type A, , we conclude from (20) 
that uji E Z unless both D1 and nz are of type C, and 01~ is equivalent to aj , 
when we have uzj = uji modH. If R is of type C, x *** x C, , it follows 
that uji E Z unless (i) aj is not equivalent to a0 , but oli is equivalent to o”j , 
when uij = uji mod Z, or oli is equivalent to a,, , when uij = uji mod H if 
di=djmodZanduii+uji=+modZifdi#djmodU. 
Suppose 17 is of type A, . If 04; is the first root in a component Il’ of type A, , 
different from n, then the above discussion implies that 
t(gj) = z + ~42 + u~,~+PQ+~ + UL~+~W mod P(R) 
for some z E VK and therefore 
2t(gj) = 22: + con + 214~,~++0~, mod A, 
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since w~+~ E 2P(R) and 2P(R) C A. Since 2t(gj) E A by (18), the integer 
2%,j+z must be odd, as otherwise wII would belong to O(A); hence 
wn + wII’ E O(A). If 01~ belongs to a component nl of type C, , then t(gi) = 
x + 0~~12 + CiNi ugiwi mod P(R) for some x E VK, where the notation f3%+ 
denotes summation over all indices i # j such that 01~ belongs to a component 
of type C, and is equivalent to 01~ . Therefore 2t(gj) = 2x f wn + (CiNf 22+) 
wITI’ mod A; again, the integer CiNj 2~5~ must be odd and thus We + 
We’ E O(A). Secondly, suppose R is of type C, x -*- x C, . If 01~ is not 
equivalent to 01~ , we have t(g,J = z + CiN,, cQ+ + &,? Uj,wi mod P(R) for 
some x E Vc/” and thus 2t(gj) = 2x + (CiuO 2 dJ We + (CiNj 2ujJ wIT’ mod A. 
The integer Cjwyo 2 d, is odd by a previous remark, so that CiNj 2uji must also 
be odd and wII + wfl’ E O(A). If 01~ is equivalent to 01~ , it is obvious that 
W,fW~‘EA. 
Consider an equivalence class T, not containing 01~ and let U be the matrix 
(I& for oli , 01~ E T, , taken mod Z. Earlier discussion implies that U is 
symmetric, has zeros on the diagonal and has each row sum equal to 4 mod Z. 
This, however, is only possible if j T, / is even, as can be seen by considering 
the total sum of the entries of U. Unless R is of type C, x 0.. x C, and 
AK = A, , one can always choose 01~ outside a given T, , which shows that all 
the / T, 1’s are even. 
In the remaining case, let T,’ and Ti be the subsets of B consisting of roots 
a, f 0~~ for which, respectively, d, E Z or di = $ mod Z. Suppose dim VK 
is odd; then both j T,,’ / and j Ti j must be odd. If U is the matrix (uij), with 
i, j # 0, then earlier discussion implies that the total sum of the entries in 
U equals -& mod Z, while Eq. (6) translates into the requirement that each row 
sum belong to Z, a contradiction. If dim VK is even, we can add to t the 
coboundary inducing function gi -+ ~~~14; then 2t(gJ becomes a0/2 for 01~ E T,’ 
and 13,j2 + 01~12 = 0 mod A for ai E Ti. Since j TO’ / is even, (t} belongs to the 
image of res, again a contradiction. 
Conversely, suppose all the components in B are of type C, or A, and A 
is a special lattice. We shall define a function t': G--f V which induces a 
cocycle t’: K+ ---z V/A not in the image of res, but cohomologous to every 
other such cocycle t. This shows that the image of res is of index 2 in 
flw+, v/4? * SUPP ose first that 01~ belongs to a component II in B of type 
A, . For every other component II’, let z,, E V” be such that xrr’ + wn f 
wfl’ E A. Define 
t’(g1) = 0, t’(g2) = %!2 + %/4, 
t’(gJ = X&/2 + wn/2 -+ c cdi/4 if K7’ = (CXJ is of type C, 
I 
t’tgd = ‘+j2 + 042 _ ~~+~/2 
t’(gj+l) = XII,/2 -k WI42 + (42 
t’(gi+J = zn,/2 + co,/2 + 0+/2 if L7’ = (aj , aj+i , ej+..} is of type A, . 
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Then 2t’(g,) = a,,/2 mod fl, while 2t’(gj) E fl for j # 2; therefore 
2(t - t’)(gJ E fl for all i, which shows that {t - t’} belongs to the image of 
res. If R is of type C, X .** x C, , let T, be the equivalence class of c+, and 
define 
f(&> = %/4 (aj E To) 
f’(&> = %I’/2 + c %I4 + c %I4 (c-+ E To). 
i-0 z-j 
Then 2t’(g,) = 01~/2 f or 04 E T,, and 2t’(g,) E /l if 01j $ To . Consequently, 
2(t - t’)(gJ = (dj - 8) 01j mod /l for cti E To , while 2(t - t’)(gJ E /l for 
aj $ T,, . Since 1 T,, 1is even, the number of coefficients dj - Q equal to 8 mod H 
must also be even, so that {t - t’} again belongs to the image of res. 
Suppose that {t’} belonged to the image of res. Then t’(gJ = T(g,) + 
pa, + qpi = T(si) + T(s,) - p,,,oli + pa, + qia, mod /l, where T is a 
cocycle K -+ V//l, P,,~ is as defined in Section 3 of [4] and p, qi E R. If i # 1, 
evaluating 2% at this equation shows that 2qi = P,,~ mod Z. Therefore 
2t’(gJ = 2~8, - p,,oli mod LI. If R is not of type A, , then (a0 + 01J/2 $ /l 
for some i # 1 and we conclude using (18) that 2p E Z and consequently 
di = poi mod Z for all i f 1. When R is of type A, , 2t’(g,) = 2~01, + 2qp1 
mod A belongs to (1, so that again 2p E Z and d, = p,, mod Z. Since T(s,) = 
x + Cip,,,w, mod P(R) for some z E VK, we have 2T(s,,) = 2x + us/2 mod (1 
if a!,, belongs to a component of type A, or 2T(s,) = 2x + a,,/2 mod (1 if R 
is of type C, X 0.. x C, . In either case, since 2T(s,) E fl, this contradicts the 
assumption that /l is a special lattice. 
The preceding three propositions enable one to determine completely the 
structure of Hi(K+, V/A) from the knowledge of Hl(K, V//l). Indeed, from 
Proposition 5.7 and the exact sequence (17), we can calculate the dimension 
of Hi(K+, V/L’& over Z/22. If we are in one of the exceptional cases of Proposi- 
tion 5.5, one of the factors Z/2Z should be changed to Z/472 to obtain the struc- 
ture of HI-(K+, V//l). On the other hand, in the exceptional cases of 
Proposition 5.6, one should add a number of factors of the form Z/32 in 
accordance with that proposition. If we exclude all the exceptional cases of 
these three propositions, then Hl(K+, V//l) . is annihilated by 2 and the homo- 
morphism res: Hi(K, V/J ---f Hi(K+, V//l) is surjective. Consequently, 
given a cocycle t: K+ -+ V/A, one can find a cocycle i? K -+ V/A such that 
the restriction of T to K+ is equal to Z. A space group with point group K+ 
corresponding to f can then be viewed as the subgroup of direct isometries 
of a space group with point group K corresponding to T. 
It remains to consider the cases when A is not invariant under K. 
(a) Suppose R is of type C, x *** x C, and fl is as described in cases (b) 
or (c) of Proposition 4.1. Equations (6) and (8) imply that (uiO - uiO) qJ = 
uijolj - ujiai mod A for all i, j # 0, which is only possible if 2u, = 2ui,, 
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mod Z and 2u,$ E Z. Consequently, there exists c E R such that each uio is 
congruent to either c or c + 8 mod Z. Subtracting from t the coboundary 
inducing function 
gi - %I2 if uiO = c mod Z 
g, -+ 42 + 44 if u,=c+*modZ, 
we can assume that 2t(g,) E A for all i # 0. Therefore 2Hr(K+, V/A) = 0 
and uij = uji mod Z; we also deduce that ‘j& uZi E Z for all i i: 0 if 
(~,/2 $@(A). Consider the exact sequence (6) of [4]: 
0 --t A**/A* --f Hom(K+, A*/A) -+ H’(Kf, V/A) L H’(K+, V/A”) 
= iF(K+, V&l,“). 
Since AK* = P(R) u (P(R) + C tiJ4) and A** = & P(R), the group 
A**//l is isomorphic to (Z/~Z)P-~, where p = dim V,. Let 6 be the dimension 
over Zj2Z of the set of elements in A*/A = (V” + (P(R) u (P(R) + 
Col,/4)))/A annihilated by 2; thenHom(K+, A*/fl)is isomorphic to (Z/2B)(p-1J6. 
It follows that the subgroup Q(K+, A) o weightlike classes in Hl(K+, V/A) f 
is of dimension (p - 1)(6 - 1) over Z/2Z. If U is the matrix (u,), for i, j # 0, 
taken mod Z, the preceding discussion shows that U is symmetric, anni- 
hilated by 2 and has zeros on the diagonal; furthermore, if a0/2 6 O(A) 
(which can only happen if dim VK is even), all row sums must be zero. The 
matrix U specifies the image of Z by (p and, conversely, a matrix with these 
properties will give rise to a unique cocycle K+ --t VK/AK* in the image of 4. 
This cocycle will be a coboundary iff U is either zero or else has all of% 
diagona1 entries equal to 4. Therefore the dimension of im($) over Z/22 is 
equal to (p - l)(p - 2)/2 - 1 if a0/2 E O(A) and (p - 2)(p - 3)/2 - 1 if 
a,,/2 6 O(A). To obtain the dimension of F(K+, V/A), one adds the dimension 
of Q(K+, A) calculated above. 
(b) Suppose R is of type C, x A, and A is as described in case (d) 
of Proposition 4.1. Let t(gJ = x + a,,~, + a,% + cgol, for some x f VK and 
a, E R; since us2 f Z, we have a, = 2a, mod B and ueg = 3a, mod Z. Equation 
(6) implies that 2x + 2a,(oI, + 2or,) E A, which can only happen if 2x E VK 
and 6a, EZ. Since 01~13 = 01,/3 mod A, we can write t(g2) = x + a,ol, + 
3a,m2 mod A. Similarly, one can show that f(gJ = y + &CL* + 3b,% mod A. 
for some y E VK and bi E [w such that 2y E VK and 6b, EZ; furthermore, 
u - 3b, mod Z. Equation (8) requires that x - y + (3a, - 3&J a,, E A; 82 - 
since &,/3 = - 01J3 mod A, this implies that t(gs) = x + a,ol, + (3b, - 
2a, + 2b,) 013 mod A. Therefore t‘ is cohomologous to the cocycle z’ defined by 
t’(gJ = t’(gz) = x, where 2x E VK. Thus W(K+, v/A) is isomorphic to 
(Z/2Z)dfmVK if O(A) = 0 and (Z/2Z)dimVK-l if O(A) f 0. 
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(c) Suppose R is of type A, x A, and fl is as described in case (e) of 
Proposition 4.1. An argument similar to that used in (b) leads to the 
conclusion that every cocycle t: K+ -+ V/A is cohomologous to a cocycle t 
defined by t’(gl) = 0, t’(g.J = t’(gs) = x for some x E VK such that 2x E VK. 
Consequently, fP(K+, V//l) is isomorphic to (Z/2Z)aim yK. 
6. APPLICATION TO CLASSICAL CXYSTALLOGRAPHY 
In the two and three dimensional cases, the above results enable one to give 
a “theoretical” derivation of some space groups well known in classical 
crystallography. In two dimensions, there is always only one equivalence class 
of lattices and the group fP(K+, V/A) is always zero. The three dimensional 
situation is presented in Table,II, using the Schoenffies notation for ease of 
comparison with [2]. Th e entries for groups of the form fK+ were deduced 
from Proposition 1.2 of [4]. Note that when dim V is odd, we clearly have 
N(fK+) = N(K+), so that the classification of lattices is not affected in 
passing from K+ to &K f. Further explanation of the notation in the table 
can be found beneath Table II in [4]. 
For the sake of completeness, we mention the remaining three point groups 
in three ,dimensions, which can be obtained by the following construction. 
Suppose a crystallographic Coxeter group K has a subgroup L of index 2, 
which is itself a Coxeter group, and that K+ c Lf u (-L)(it is convenient to 
note that the last condition cannot be fulfilled if - 1 y E K\L). If r E K+\L+, 
the set L+ u (-rL+) is a subgroup of fK, denoted by K ] L. It is clear that 
the same lattices are left invariant by K ] L as by K+; furthermore, if dim V 
is odd, we have N(K] L) = N(K+) n N(L+). In three dimensions, there are 
four such cases, namely C, x C, ] C, x C, x C, , G, ] A, , C, ] C, x C, 
and C, x C, ] C, ; however, the last mentioned group is a Coxeter group of 
type C, . Our earlier discussion implies that the same lattices are left invariant 
by the second and third group, respectively, as by G,+ and C,+ and that the 
normalisers are equal. However, the normaliser of the first group is smaZZer 
than that of (C, x C,)+; in fact, it is generated by C, x C, and all mappings of 
the form 01~ -+ aaD , 01~ -+ bol, , s 01 + &a for some nonzero a, b E IR. Every 
root system R’ such that W(R) = K can therefore be mapped by an element 
of this normaliser to one of two such root systems, namely R = {q, ,01~, a,} or 
R* = @o > c+z , 3 01 /2), for some particular choice of R. By Proposition 4.1, 
every lattice invariant under C, x Ca ] C, x C, x C, is equivalent to one of 
the four lattices Q(R), Q(R) ,U (Q(R) + (01~ + -4/2), Q(R*) = Q(R) u (Q(R) + 
013/‘4 orQ(R*) u (Q(R*) + (01~ + 4/2) = Q(R) " (SC3 + 44 u (Q(R) +
ho + 4/2) " (Q(R) + (ao + as + 4/2), w rc are themselves inequivalent. h' h 
In classical crystallography, these ‘lattices are named relative to C, x C, x C, 
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TABLE II 
K+ AK @(A) Classical H’(.K+, V/n) # orbits 
4+ Q(R) 
4 
P(R) 
&3+ Q(R) 
P(R) 
ca+ Q(R) 
(G x A,)+ Q(R) 
Q(G) 0 P(4) 
case (d) of 4.1 
(Cl x C-2)” Q(R) 
i(%i 4/2) 
CC, x GJ+ Q(R) 
CC, x G x Cd+ Q(R) 
A,+ 
c,+ 
G+ 
(Cl x a+ 
Cl+ 
&A,+ 
I&-A,+ 
ic,+ 
ZttG,+ 
*Cl+ 
as for A,+ 
as for C2+ 
as for Gx+ 
as for Cl+ 
z/zz 
ni2z 
0 
zi3n 
0 
izl4Z 
Zl2Z 
Zl2Z %i njsz 
zizn 
0 
0 
zi2n 
~12~ 0 2212n 
ni2z 
0 
0 
zl2n 0 zi2n 
nl2n 
zi2n 
0 
1 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
6 
2 
4 
4 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
3 
2 
4 
2 
1 
1 
2 
3 
2 
1 
1 
4 
2 
2 
1 
rather than Cl x C, ; they can then be described, respectively, as simple, 
body-centered, face centered and all face-centered rhombic lattices. The 
groups HI(M ] L, V/A) h ave to be calculated from some presentation of 
K] L; they are summarised in Table III. 
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TABLE III 
A Classical W(K] L, V/n) # orbits 
7. THE GROIPS Hl(K,l+l) 
In this section, we shall supplement the results of [4] by describing a method 
for calculating the entire group H1(K, V/A). The present discussion thus 
largely supercedes the corresponding passages in [4]. 
7.1. LEMMA. If 01~ , q E B and i # j, then (ai - 412 E P(R) zfl01~ and olj 
are disconnected and one of the following possibilities holds: 
(a) 01~ and LYE are exceptional roots; 
(b) 01~ and CQ are the last two roots in a component of type D, , m > 5. 
(c) 01~ and oli are the$rst and third roots in a component of type A, , B, , B4 
or are two of the fivst, third and fourth roots in a component of type D4 . 
Proof. The element (ai - a?)/2 is a weight iff nik = nik mod 2 7 for all k. 
Letting k equal i or j, we see that both nij and nj, are even and thus necessarily 
zero. If 01~ and CX~ belong to different components, then nik and nj, are even 
for all k, so that oli and 01~ are exceptional roots. If they belong to the same 
component l7, there will exist an elk E II for which nik = nilc = -1. If 
01%’ E I7, fork’ # k, is connected to, say, CQ then nib/ = 0 and thus nj,j = -2; 
it follows that 01~ and 01j are the first and third roots in a component of type B4 . 
On the other hand, if no element of 17 is connected to either 01~ or 01j , then JI 
can only be of type A, , B, or D, , m > 4, and 01~ and 01j as stated in (b) or (c). 
The following is a more complete statement and proof of the crucial propo- 
sition 3.7 of [4], as corrected in the postscript. 
7.2. PROPOSITION. By replacing t with a cohomologous cocycle, we may 
assume thatpti E Z except in the following cases (when i # j): 
(i) 01~ and CQ are exceptional roots and (LX; - 01,)/2 E A, when p,j = pj, 
mod Z. 
(ii) 01~ and o+ belong to a component of type A,, B, , B4 or D4, when 
the only exceptions are p, = p,, = p,, mod Z and also, in the case of D4 , 
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p14 = p,, = p,, mod Z and p,, = p, = p,, f p,, mod L. Furthermore, 
(aI - aa)/ E A and also, in the case of D4 , (aI - a*)/2 and (as - a&)/2 E A. 
m >t;) ai is the last and olj the second last root in a compozent of type C, , 
, * 
Proof. The equation umbers in this proof refer to [4]. 
Suppose ngj = 0; in view of (13), Eq. (16) can only hold ifp,, = p,, mod Z. 
Furthermore, if p,, 6 Z, (ai - aJ/2 must be in AK C P(R), so that we are in 
one of the cases (a)-(c) ofLemma 7.1; case (b) will be eliminated below. 
Suppose nij is odd; by subtracting from t the function defined by 
6(sJ = pijag and b(sJ = 0 for k # i, we can assume that p, EZ. It may 
happen that n,* is also dd forjl # j; then nj,t is necessarily zero. Applying 
(20) with k = jl, we see that p,p - p, = pj,s mod Z unless aj and 01j’ are as 
in cases (b) and (c) of Lemma 7.1. However, in case (b), one can argue that 
pij, = pie = pij mod Z, and thus p,g E Z, where ak is the root connected to 01i 
other than ai and J+’ . In case (c), we can at least assume that p, E Z for the 
least value of j such that nfi is odd. 
Suppose n,$ = -2 and ni, = -1. If n,f is odd for some j’, (20) with j 
replacing j and j replacing k shows that pii = p,pj mod k. By the preceding 
discussion, pij EZ except possibly if 01~ is the second root of a component of 
type B, , covered by case (ii). The only remining possibility s (iii). m 
For the components mentioned in (ii), Eq. (20) with 2’ = 1, j = 2 and 
k = 3 shows that p,, = p,, mod Z; in the case of L& , taking k = 4 gives 
PI4 = P24 mod Z, while taking i = 2, j = 3 and k = 4 also shows that 
p, = p, + pa, mod Z. Furthermore, if in that case only one of (Ed - 013)/2, 
(a1 - 014)/2 and (01s - 014)/2 belonged to fl, two of pa, , pa, and p,, + p, 
would be in B and therefore also the third. Thus at least wo, and hence all 
of these elements belong to fl. 
Henceforth, we shall assume that p, E Z whenever permitted by 7.2. The 
exceptional root aln of a component of type C, , m > I, will be called odd or 
even according to whether m is odd or even. When m > 2, we shall denote 
by 01,-r the root connected to 01,. Recall that in the present case, 
A” = vx @P(R). 
7.3. I?R~P~SITI~N. Suppose t^: K-h V/A is a cocycle. 
(i) If ai is an exceptional root, then (r p,J c’li E A + 2A*, where 
2’ Pij = cL Fd, Pij + Pi.i-1 if o$ is even 
= ay%, Pij if 01~ is odd. 
3 
(ii) If a1 is the$rst root of a component of type A, , then 2p1~w3 E A+2A*. 
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Proof. These assertions both follow from Eqs (15) of [4], which requires 
that 2t(.rl) = 2~~ + 2 &p,++ E .A. In case (i), pij $Z only if CQ is itself 
exceptional and CY.~/~ = 912 mod A or if LX~ = oli-r . Since for a component 
of type C, , the weights wn2 and w,-r are congruent mod Q(R) to a,/2 and 0 
or 0 and a,/2 according to whether m is odd or even, we deduce that 
(c’ p,J oli = -2~~ - 2 C piiwi mod A, where the summation on the right is 
extended over certain indices j for which pij E Z. Therefore (x p,J oli E A + 
2A*. In case (ii), the assertion follows similarly. 
We shall call ai , aj E B equivalent if (ai - 0l,)/2 E A, but subject to the 
following modifications. If 01~ is an exceptional root, we include in its equiv- 
alence class the root 01$-r when it exists; such a class is called of type I if 
ai/2 6 A + 2A* and type I’ otherwise. We do not consider the last two roots 
in a component of type D, , m > 5, as equivalent even if (a, - 01,-J/2 E A. 
If two roots of a component of type A,, B, , B4 or D4 are equivalent and if 
ws E A + 2/l* in the case of A, , we add to their equivalence class the re- 
maining roots in such a component and call it of type II. If, in the case of A, , 
(01~ - a-J/2 E A but wa # A + 2A*, we do not consider the first and third 
roots to be equivalent. The remaining equivalence classes in B consist of 
single elements and will be called of type III. 
Let T1 ,..., T?& be the equivalence classes in B, of cardinalities t, ,..., t, , 
respectively, and renumber the elements of B so that the elements of Ti 
precede those of Tj if i < j. Let P be the matrix (pii), where F,i denotes the 
image of pii in 4 Z/Z. 
7.4. PROPOSITION. The matrix P has the following properties: 
(i) the diagonal entries of P are zero. 
(ii) P consists oft, x t, blocks pV along the diagonal, where r = l,..., h. 
(iii) If T, is of type I or I’, then jYii E FT is zero unless ai and 0~~ are both 
exceptional roots, when jiif = Fii , or oli is exceptional and oli = 01~~~ . In 
addition, if T, is of type I, we must have C’ jFij = 0 for all exceptional roots 
@iE TT. 
(iv) If T, is of type II, the only possible nonzero entries of pT are PI3 = 
- 
p,, = j& and also, in the case of D4 , PI4 = &, = j& and j& = j&,, = 
A3 + P24 . 
Conversely, if X = (xij) is a matrix over *Z/Y! with these properties, there 
exists a cocycle tx : K + V/A such that (t,(sJ, &;j> = xii mod Z. 
Proof. Condition (i) is just the fact that pii E Z, while the rest follow 
immediately from Propositions 7.2 and 7.3. Conversely, we can take each xij 
as either 0 or 4 and define the cocycle fX : K -+ V/A as follows. If 01~ belongs 
to a class of type I or I’, we let tx(si) = xi xijwj unless 01~ belongs to a class 
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of type I’ and C’ xii f 0, when t,(sJ = y + C, xijwj for some y E A* such 
such that 2y + c~J2 E /l. For classes of type II, we define, in the case of A, , 
h(s1) = Y + x13ws , t&J = y + xz3w3 and t,&) = -y + xaiwi if xi8 f 0, 
where 2y + ws E ./l for some y E A*; if xls = 0, we let tx(si) = 0 for all i. 
In the case of B, and B4 , the definition is similar, with y = 0; in the latter 
case, we also let tx(sq) = 0. For D4, we define tx(sl) = x1++ + xiqwq , 
c&J = ~2.3~3 + ~24~4 7 h(s3) = ~31~1 + ~34~4 and ~,&4) = ~41~1 + ~43~3. 
For a class (ai> of type III, we let tx(si) = 0. One can then check Eqs. (15)-(17) 
of [4] to see that tx : K -+ V/d is indeed a cocycle; it is evident that 
(t,&), &,> = xii mod Z. 
The groups 9? and 9 in [4] are special cases of this construction. These 
results can be interpreted as follows. We have the exact sequence 
0 + LyK, A) + Hl(K, V/A) JL Hl(K, v/A*) = EP(K, V,/P(R)), 
where Q(K, L’I) is the subgroup of weightlike classes (see Eq. (6) in [4]). 
A matrix X over &H/Z with the properties listed in Proposition 7.4 defines a 
cocycle K --f VK/P(R) which is the image by d, of the cocycle tx : K -+ V//l 
constructed there, and every cohomology class in im(+) contains a cocycle of 
this kind. Furthermore, $(fx) is a coboundary if and only if X = 0; to see 
this, suppose 
+(tx)(si) = c jxij~j = api mod P(R) 
for all aI E B, where ni rz R. If, for example, 01~ is the exceptional root of a 
component of type C, , m > 2, then oli = 2wi - 2wi-, and the above 
equation is only possible if 0 = xii = 2ai mod Z, x~,~-~ = -2ai = 0 mod B 
and xij = 0 for other values of j. A similar argument can be used in the 
remaining cases. It follows that im(#) is isomorphic as a vector space over 
Z!/2Z with the space of such matrices X and that the dimension of Hi(K, V/A) 
over Z/22 is the sum of the dimension of Q(K, rl), calculated in Proposition 
3.8 of [4] and the dimension of im(gb). In other words, every cohomology class 
in Wi(K, V/l) contains a cocycle of the form tx + t, , -where t, is a weightlike 
cocycle; it is equal to the class containing flt + ia’ if and only if X = x’ and 
to is cohomologous to t,‘. 
For each equivalence class T, , let v(T,) be the dimension over Z/22 of the 
space of rth blocks of permissible matrices X, then the dimension of im(d) is 
C,. v(TT). It is clear that v(TT) = 0 if T, is of type III and that v(Tr) = 1 if T, 
is of type II, except for the case of D4 , when V( T7) = 2. One can also give the 
following formula for v(T,) if T, is of type I or I’, although we shall omit the 
proof: if e, is the number of exceptional roots in T, , then 
if T, is of type I, 
if T,. is of type I’. 
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In conclusion, we consider the situation when dim V < 3. Our discussion 
implies that when dim V = 2, nonweightlike cocycles do not exist, while the 
only point groups in dim V = 3 for which the nonweightlike cocycles can 
exist are of type A, , B, , Ca , C, x C, , C, x C, x C, , C, and C, x C, . 
In the first two cases, A must be the lattice P(R) and the only exception is 
t(sJ = wa/s, t(sJ = wa/2 and t(~a) = w,/2. For Ca , A * Q(R) and the only 
exception is t(sJ = 0, t(sa) = 0 and t(~a) = w2/2. In the remaining cases, 
there is also only one lattice for which an exception occurs; the exceptional 
cocycles are then listed in Tables IV of [4]. 
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